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Letter from the President
Under ordinary circumstances, I’d be addressing
you in person at the CSOL Luncheon and Annual
Meeting planned for May 13. It’s a great time for
fellowship: Reminiscing about the fun and success
the CSOL has achieved during the past year,
installing the newly elected board members and
forecasting what lies ahead for our new season
beginning in September.
But these past 2 months have been anything but
ordinary and we can’t even begin to predict what
the future will look like. It was distressing and
unsettling to cancel our biggest annual fundraiser,
the Designer Showhouse … and a huge
disappointment for our visitors who bought tickets
in advance of the DSH opening, the designers who
had put their hearts and souls into a beautiful
creation, the consignors who sell their special
merchandise in SCORE and the DSH Committee
who worked tirelessly to organize the event. The
financial impact has been significant too. Both CSO
support and our scholarship programs are suffering
because we’ve had to cancel other events as well.
What’s equally troubling is not knowing when or
even if life as we know it will resume.
Despite the sobering health crisis and all the
constraints it’s placed on our ability to move about
freely in the world, there are many things during
this past year that we can remember with fondness
and pride. Here’s a quick look-back at some of the
CSOL events of 2019-2020:
Our season kicked off in September with our Fall
Tea and New Member Orientations, held at the St.
Johannes Parsonage, home of our 2015 Designer
Showhouse. Despite previous weeks of heat,
humidity and love bugs, the afternoon of our Tea
delivered beautiful, bug-free weather.
In October, we hosted a Salute to Veterans
Luncheon, featuring the artwork of renowned
watercolorist, Mary Whyte, and a string ensemble
from the Charleston Symphony. The success of the
event financially – the Luncheon raised more than
$71,000 - and stylistically convinced us to plan a
special gala-type party as a CSOL ‘anchor event’ in
the fall every year.

We celebrated the 2019 Symphony Tour of Homes, a
perennial favorite, in November, featuring 6 spectacular
houses in Kiawah Island and followed by a CSO
masterworks-style concert at the Sanctuary. The Tour of
Homes was a record breaker for the CSOL, hosting 700
visitors and netting approximately $47,000 for the CSO
and CSOL music scholarships.
The Revels Committee organized a series of fun,
entertaining and financially successful get-togethers
during the fall and winter that included:
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• An Oktoberfest Celebration on the Roper House
piazza featuring the CSO Polka Band
• An afternoon with local chef and author Nathalie
Dupree who shared great tips on stress-free holiday
entertaining
• An evening of jazz with singer/viola-player Alva
Anderson in December
• Brunch with Yuriy Bekker as he introduced his
newly acquired Guarneri violin
We celebrated the holidays with a Tea and Champagne
Social at the Wordsworths’ home on the Battery and
welcomed Michael Smith and Ken Lam as honorary
members of the CSOL.
The Education Committee held 2 fundraising concerts
to benefit our scholarships: Home for the Holidays
(December) featuring CSOL scholarship musicians and
Music from the Mountains (February) showcasing 3
faculty members from the Brevard Music Center.
In January, kicking off preparations for the Designer
Showhouse, we enjoyed the Bare Boards Party at 184
Ashley Avenue, now the Bee and Blossom Inn as well
as a Sip ‘n Social at Verna Bunao-Weeks home in West
Ashley.
And while the Designer Showhouse never opened, it
was a masterful creation that showcased the talents of
our designers and the SCORE consignors. Some
generous supporters of the CSOL, BJ d’Elia and Andy
Lassiter, put together a beautiful and professional
virtual walk-through video tour of the Designer
Showhouse which has been posted on YouTube and
shared widely through social media.
Whew! The League accomplished a lot and had a lot
of fun this year despite our schedule being cut short.
The pandemic confounded us – but only briefly. We’ve
found ways to continue to function despite the event
cancellations and stay-at-home orders. We discovered
Zoom video conferencing and found that we can still
meet, see, and talk to each other and save a lot of time,
wear and tear on our cars and our psyches. The
Education Committee learned they could conduct
auditions remotely by having applicants submit
YouTube videos of the pieces they would have
performed in person at the March auditions. The Car
Sponsorship Committee figured out, with the help of
the CSO’s Ken Lam and Kyle Lane, how to create
entertaining car ticket infomercials included as trailers
on the CSO Channel’s videos. The drawing of the car
winner will be announced during a special CSO brass
concert on
May 30th. We’re becoming more
knowledgeable about virtual and online events and will
likely host our first online auction this fall.

Despite the health crisis, our plans for 2020-2021 are
moving steadily ahead. The Golf Tournament
Committee is beginning its work to host a day of golf,
fun, food and entertainment on October 5th at the
Country Club of Charleston. Knowing that our
traditional format is unlikely to happen this year, the
Tour of Homes Committee is formulating Plan B for
the November 7th event. And in celebration of
Beethoven’s 250th birthday, a birthday bash is
tentatively scheduled for sometime in the fall.
Of course, none of this – not all the accomplishments
of this past year nor the events that we look forward
to in the fall – could happen without YOU. I’ve been
amazed at the resilience of the League and our
members’ ability to get creative in a time of crisis. I
can’t say thank-you enough to all of you. I’m proud
to be a member of this organization and appreciate
what everyone has done to keep the CSOL going
strong during the COVID-19 pandemic. I miss you
and look forward to a time – I hope soon – when we
can be back together again.
Have a good summer – please stay safe and healthy.

Lyn

Lyn Magee, CSOL President

THE PARTY MUST GO ON – ALBEIT VIRTUALY
Pandemic be gone! While things are looking up, holding the CSOL’s annual luncheon meeting in
May is too risky and a cancellation, although saddening, just makes sense. But a mere global
epidemic can’t stop us – we’ll dine and celebrate virtually. Pull up a chair, grab a glass filled with
something toast-worthy and salute a year of hard work with your many CSOL comrades-in-arms .
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From the Desk of Jonathon Heyward
To the Members of the CSOL:
During these unprecedented times, I wanted to
express my great disappointment for not being with
you due to the effects of COVID-19. I was truly
looking forward to reuniting with familiar faces
and meeting new ones but I fully support the
decision that the Spoleto Festival has made as we
navigate this world pandemic.
Meantime, I’d love to share some of the recent highlights during my season of
guest conducting internationally. This summer was one of transition, as I
concluded my time in Manchester with The Halle Orchestra as their Assistant
Conductor and began my new role as Chief Conductor Designate with the
Nordwestdeutsche Philharmonie in Herford, Germany. This began with a leisure
trip to hear the orchestra perform their first ever Wagner Ring Cycle in Minden,
a little village not far from our home base. By the end of the cycle, I’d realized
how incredibly lucky I was to become this orchestra’s next Chief Conductor. The
dedication and stamina of these musicians inspires me greatly; I hope, one day,
to bring them to Charleston for you to hear for yourselves.
After that, I found myself being more of an educator than a conductor. I had the
great privilege of returning to work with the exceptionally talented musicians
of the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain and started another
collaboration with the Royal Northern School of Music as a guest professor. Being
able to give back in this way has been tremendously rewarding and I hope to
continue to develop this side of my career.
As a guest conductor, I returned to the Flanders Symphony Orchestra with my good
friend Andrew Tyson (pianist) followed by a tour with the Philharmonie
Zuidnederland and Augustin Hadelich (violinist), then concluded the year with the
Brussels Philharmonic. The concerts across Belgium and the Netherlands
contained a musical variety which was very beneficial to my expanding
repertoire.
The Christmas holiday was rewarding for a number of reasons. I‘ve became engaged
to a clarinetist and I was invited to cover-conduct for several performances with
the New York Philharmonic. This great experience of working with the guest
conductors, meeting the musicians of the orchestra, and assisting in rehearsals
has certainly been a career highlight.
Throughout the years, I’ve been reminded of how lucky I am to work
internationally in this wonderful field of music. It truly comes down to
benefactors, supporters and volunteers like you who have made it possible for me
to study privately as a cellist, thus starting my career. I will almost certainly
be back in Charleston to perform at the next Spoleto Festival but until then
I wish you all good health, strong vitality, and wholesome unity through our
mutual love of music.
Sincerely yours,

Assistant Principal Cellist Damian Kremer, a native of Chapel Hill, NC, has performed
throughout the world as a soloist and as a chamber and orchestral musician. Damian studied
cello at Michigan State University, Western Illinois University and Boston University, and spent
many summers at the Meadowmount Summer School of Music.
He has served as principal cellist of several orchestras -- the Chautauqua Music Festival
Orchestra and the Lansing Symphony, played with the New World Symphony Orchestra,
Honolulu and the Savannah Symphony Orchestras, the Sun Valley Summer Symphony and the Metropolitan
Orchestra of Lisbon, Portugal, where he was the cellist of the Fidelio String Quartet of Portugal. Damian has served
as adjunct music faculty at the College of Charleston and now teaches cello privately. He and his wife, CSO violinist
Asako Kremer, comprise the Kremer Duo, performing recitals frequently in Japan, where the Kremer family enjoys
much of their summer vacation time.

Q: How did you start playing the cello?
A: Both of my parents were musicians and we went
to concerts back as long as I can remember. By the
time I was 6, I knew all the instruments and I
wanted to play the double bass – because it was the
biggest. My parents suggested I get a sense of
perspective, start with the cello and switch when I
got older. At some point, I decided bigger isn’t
always better and stayed with the cello.
It was (and still is) the low notes – that deep sound –
that I’m drawn to. While it isn’t always true, I find
many of my students are attracted to a register, and
there isn’t a clear explanation as to why, other than
that’s the sound they like.
While I was a serious and ambitious musician in
high school (first chair in the Youth Orchestra), I
was more interested in the natural sciences –
zoology, ornithology (Marlin Perkins was my hero)
… until I took Honors Chemistry. It put an
immediate end to that career trajectory.
At just about the same time, I was accepted as a
senior at the NC School of the Arts in Winston
Salem. It’s a combination high school/college and
within 24 hours, something clicked. I was
surrounded by classical music nerds and they were
so cool. These kids were as advanced as me or even
more so. The competition didn’t discourage me and I
began practicing more than I ever had in my life. I
knew I wanted to be a professional musician.
Q: You and Asako have a large teaching practice.
Did you major in teaching cello at Michigan State?
A: Although I knew I wanted to teach, I majored in
performance because I wanted to teach at the
university level and perform – exactly as my
mentors on the faculty did. I’ve subsequently
learned that the best teachers like teaching. They
enjoy getting involved with their students as
individuals. That can’t be taught.
I also started attending and ultimately working at

Meadowmount Summer Camp located in an isolated
area of upstate New York. It was a transformative
experience. Meadowmount is prestigious for good
reason, starting with an amazing Who’s Who of
faculty, guest performers and students. The work is
intense (5 hours of practice a day) along with
participation in small group ensembles. The
coaching I received was an awakening. For me, it
was scary and intimidating and magical and
motivating.
At Meadowmount, I met a husband and wife
performing duo who drew me to Western IL (I was
accepted as a graduate assistant without an
audition!) where I received my Masters degree. They
introduced me to the Suzuki method, which I use (in
part) today. From there, it seemed logical that I
pursue a Doctor of Musical Arts with a performance
emphasis. I enrolled in Boston University but I
started questioning whether I really wanted to
pursue music as a career. I literally put my cello
away and started working for a local banking supply
company as a temp. They quickly hired me full time
to do deliveries – I remember wearing a suit and tie
and looking extremely bankerish. While it was
gratifying to be promoted quickly, after a while, my
cello started calling to me … and out of the blue, I
received a call from the University of Akron, with
an offer of an assistantship, working with one of the
finest audition preparation coaches.
Q: Why was that significant?
A: Professional orchestral players aren’t only
excellent musicians: You need to be able to both
lead and follow. Orchestras are chamber music
ensembles writ large and orchestra musicians work
within a sequence of leadership – section leader,
concert master, conductor. Soloists – the route I’d
been pursuing – have a lot more freedom and control
of what and how they play.
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You need to wrap your head around the orchestral
auditions themselves. You’re playing a 3 to 4 minute
incredibly difficult excerpt and the judges (at the
outset) are simply looking to eliminate people:
“Thank you. Next!” Auditions are all about
perfection and I became good at auditioning. I played
for 3 years with the New World Symphony,
continued working at Meadowmount during the
summers (where I met Asako) and then became the
Principal Cellist for the Lansing Symphony. That was
also when I came to grips with something
fundamental about me: I HATE cold weather. I came
home in the middle of the (Michigan) winter and had
a voicemail from the Honolulu Symphony, offering
me a position. I returned the call immediately,
accepted and said I would be there before the week
was over. (I was). Shortly thereafter, I received an
offer from the Savannah Symphony (warm weather
and access to other orchestras), stayed with them
until 1997, when I joined the Charleston Symphony
(warm weather once again).
Q: Have you ever wished you played a smaller
instrument?

A: Only in the airport when the TSA starts searching
my case for weapons of mass destruction.
Q: Tell us about your teaching studio.

A: One of the benefits of a private studio is you have
greater control over your time. While we use the
Suzuki method with our younger students, we change
it up as the student progresses so that we’re able to
tailor our instruction to each level, to each student.
Since the quarantine started, I’ve continued doing
sessions with almost all of my students using
Facetime. It’s not ideal -- it’s difficult to view the
student’s bow arm from different angles -- very
important when teaching a string instrument.

And, because of the time delay, you can’t play a duet
with the student, which often helps them with the
phrasing. On the plus side, I’ve been able to get students
to focus quickly and with greater intensity on certain
things, maybe because we’re limited in what we can do.
Our Facetime lessons have helped students concentrate
on getting the notes or the rhythm right -- it’s one aspect
I will definitely import back when we can resume lessons
in person.
Q: When the name “Kremer” is mentioned in CSOL
circles, sometimes the first name that comes to mind isn’t
yours or Asako, but one of your children: Erica, Ben and
Adam.

A: I’d been told by members of the orchestra when I
joined that the CSOL was an unusual group in terms of
their unstinting support of the Symphony. And while the
Kremer family can’t thank the CSOL and the Education
Committee enough for the financial support, (the
scholarships also provide meaningful recognition of our
hard work), what stands out for me are the friendships.
Our family is pleased and proud to be involved in so
many CSOL projects – the holiday fundraiser concert last
year at the Unitarian Church was high spot for all of us.
The Kremer family – the CSO and CSOL family. We’re
happy and lucky to be a part of something so special.
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H E R E ’ S W H AT I S C O R E
Although SCORE was open only briefly, a number of lucky people shopped and bought
treasures. Here’s a round-up on what they SCORE :
My Blue Moon Art
tray will serve
snacks to guests
post-Covid. The
G. Galos boxes
hold watches and
bow ties.

Element
candles.
Delicious
scents.

My jeweled earrings
by Gail W are
exquisite and I fell
hard for bees: Third
Avenue bracelet,
Bee Bella earrings.

Would love to find more
place settings of antique
French hotel silver from
Juxtaposition.

New Jonathan Green
print. Wish I’d bought
more of these wonderful
towels from Bee Bella.

So glad I had a
chance to shop
before lockdown
-- great stuff.
Ready to eat
thanks to
Lowcountry
Shuckers

REED KURTZ reflects ON
C O VID 19 VIR T UAL AUD IT IO N
COMEDIC POSSIBILITIES
I apologize that it’s taken so long to respond about the CSOL virtual auditions. We're adjusting to dad being
home all day and working. It means we have very little access to the internet and computers during the hours
that dad is working. We're all very grateful, however, that he was able to move online and work from home.
Homeschooling already prepared us for independent learning, but having to be quiet through the day has
been a real challenge! My sister is a voice student and has been going outside to practice opera arias. She’s also
been practicing her guitar outside if the weather permits. My piano isn't as portable. I miss being able to play
whenever I want. But, I'm still able to play before 7:30 am, after 5:30 pm and on the weekends. In many
ways, the restricted time has made me appreciate my time at the piano and not take it for granted.
I never realized how spoiled I am -- I've never done an audition video using my piano. I've always headed to
Fox Music or Bishop Gadsden to record. Getting that quality of sound in my house just isn't possible. It made
me really appreciate how much Fox Music has supported me over the years. Dad kept saying he was going to
send in the "bloopers" of the audition (thankfully, he deleted them). We started with the piano open and that
made the camera rattle. I was interrupted once by the neighbor's dog barking. Another time, the Booze Pops
truck (like an ice cream truck, but with alcohol) parked on the corner and was blasting music. (That was
followed by a huge family discussion about why a Booze Pop truck would be considered an ‘essential’
business). Bottom line: My issues getting an audition video prepared provided my family with a comic
interlude in this unchartered period of pandemic uncertainty.
I really missed getting to see everyone at the live audition. I hope people are staying safe and healthy.
Thanks, Reed

